Greetings Wyrdstone hunters! This month's White Dwarf includes an experience system for Mordheim. As with other Mordheim rules, you should remember that the experience system is still under development, so feel free to change it to fit the games you are playing. If you start using the Experience system, make sure that any two warbands fighting against each other have roughly the same amount of experience, or give the warband with a lower experience some advantage, like extra gold to spend on more warriors and equipment.

As an extra bonus, over the page you will find two new, Mordheim-inspired illustrations from the talented hands of John Blanche and Alex Boyd. Enjoy!

**EXPERIENCE**

As Warriors take part in fights, those who survive become more experienced and improve their battle skills. This is represented in the game by 'Experience'.

Warriors earn Experience when they take part in a battle. Once a warrior has enough Experience points, he gains an 'Advance'. This takes the form of an advanced characteristic or a skill. Warriors who survive long enough may progress to become great heroes, with many skills that they have picked up during their long and glorious fighting careers.

When warriors are recruited they start with 0 Experience.

**EARNING EXPERIENCE**

Your Heroes gain 1 Experience for each warrior they put out of action, and 1 Experience for each battle which they survive (i.e. are not put out of action). Henchman groups gain 1 Experience for each game that they take part in.

Experience points earned are always added to a fighter's total after the game is over.

**EXPERIENCE ADVANCES**

As warriors earn more Experience points, they are entitled to make Advance rolls. To gain their first Advance, a Hero or a Henchman group must accumulate 2 Experience. Each further Advance will require the Hero or the Henchman group to gain 1 more Experience than the Advance before (i.e. 2 for first Advance, 3 for the second, 4 for the third, etc.). When they accumulate enough Experience, they may make an Advance roll. The roll must be taken immediately after the game when the Advance is gained, while both players are present to witness the result. Note that Henchman groups gain Experience as a group, and consequently all the warriors in one group gain the same Advance.

**ADVANCE ROLL TABLES**

Make any Advance rolls that are due immediately after the battle so that both players can witness the result. Roll 2d6 and consult the appropriate table, below.

**HERO ADVANCE TABLE**

Heroes may gain a maximum of 1 extra point of Strength, Toughness or Wounds, and 2 extra points of Initiative, Attacks, Weapon Skill or Ballistic Skill. If your dice roll indicates an increase in a statistic which is already increased to this maximum, roll again on the table. Heroes may have a maximum of 15 advances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2-5</th>
<th>New Skill. Randomly select one of the Skill lists and pick any skill from it.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Characteristic Increase. Roll again: -1-3 +1 Strength; +6-8 +1 Attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Characteristic Increase. Choose one: +1 WS or +1 BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Characteristic Increase. Roll again: -1-3 +1 Initiative; +6-8 +1 Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Characteristic Increase. Roll again: +3 +1 Wounds; +6-8 +1 Toughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>New Skill. Randomly select one of the Skill lists and pick any skill from it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HENCHMAN ADVANCE TABLE**

Henchmen may gain only 1 extra point on any of their initial characteristics. If your dice roll indicates an increase in a statistic which is already at this maximum, roll again on the table. All the warriors in the group gain the same Advance. Henchmen may have a maximum of 4 advances.

| 2-4 | Advance. +1 Initiative                                                     |
| 5-7 | Advance. Choose one: +1 WS or +1 BS                                      |
| 8   | Advance. +1 Strength                                                      |
| 9-10 | Advance. +1 Leadership                                                   |
| 11-12| Advance. +1 Leadership                                                   |
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WULF IS RIGHT... THE REST OF THE LADS'LL BE HERE BY SUNRISE.

SO YOU'D BOTH GANG UP ON ME?

YOU KILLED HIM! YOU KILLED KERGH!
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KERGH... WULF?

THE FIGHT'S ALL OVER.

BUGER? ANYONE?

HELLO.

OH, THAT'S IT, IS IT, WULF? KILL ME AND KEEP THE WYRDSTONE FOR YOURSELF?

WHAT IF THEY STORM THE PLACE BEFORE THEN? YOU'RE DUMB, BUGER, AND BRUCH CAN'T EVEN HELP HIMSELF?
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SHUT UP, KERGH, YOU WEASEL!
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THE END
The following Skill lists detail the skills that may be earned as Advances. Roll on the chart above to see which list of Skills you can pick your Skill from.

Descriptions of the Skills are printed below.

**SKILL LISTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D6 Roll</th>
<th>Skill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Speed (Dwarfs cannot have Speed skills)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>Shooting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The warrior can land his blows with uncanny accuracy, hitting the most vulnerable spots. Add +1 to all injury rolls caused by the model.

**COMBAT SKILLS**

Strike to Injure. The warrior has been schooled in the art of swordsmanship to an excellent degree. He may re-roll all missed hits with a sword during the turn he charges.

**SPEED SKILLS**

Leap. The warrior may leap 6" in the movement phase in addition to his normal movement. He may move and leap, run and leap, or charge and leap, but he can only leap once per turn.

A leaping warrior may jump over man-sized models, including enemies, and obstacles 1" high without penalty.

The model may also be used to leap over gaps, but in this case you must commit the model to making the leap before rolling the dice to see how far the model jumps. If the model fails to make it all the way across, then it falls through the gap.

Sprint. The warrior may triple his movement rate when he runs or charges, rather than doubling it as normal.

Acrobat. The warrior is incredibly supple and agile. The model may fall or jump from any height without taking damage if he makes an Initiative test, and can re-roll failed diving charge rolls. He can still only make a diving charge from a height of up to 6".

Lightning Reflexes. If the warrior is charged, the order of attacks is determined by comparing Initiative values instead of the charger striking first automatically.

Jump Up. The warrior can regain his footing in an instant, springing to his feet immediately if he is knocked down. The warrior may ignore knocked down results on the Injury table altogether.

Dodge. A warrior with this skill is nimble and fast as quicksilver. The warrior has an unmodified 5+ save against missiles. Note that this save is taken as soon as a hit is scored, to see if the warrior dodges.

**STRENGTH SKILLS**

Mighty Blow. The warrior knows exactly how to use his strength to the maximum effect. The model has a +1 Strength characteristic bonus in hand-to-hand combat. As a warrior's own Strength is used as the basis for calculating the Strength of hand-to-hand combat weapons, the bonus will apply to all such weapons.

Pit Fighter. The warrior has learned his craft in the insanely dangerous fighting pits of the Empire. He is an expert at fighting in confined spaces. The model adds +1 to his Weapon Skill and +1 to his Attacks if he is fighting inside a building.

Resilient. The warrior is covered with old battle scars. Deduct 1 point of Strength from all hits made against him in hand-to-hand combat.

Strongman. The warrior is capable of great feats of strength. The warrior can use a double-handed weapon without the usual penalty of always striking last. Determine the strike order as you would with normal weapons.

Fearsome Charge. The charge of the warrior is almost unstoppable. He adds +1 to his WS when he charges.

**SHOOTING SKILLS**

Quick Shot. The warrior may fire twice per turn if he does not move. Note that you may not fire twice with blackpowder weapons or crossbows.

Eagle Eyes. The warrior's sight is exceptionally keen. He gains +6" to the range of any missile weapon.

Nimble. The warrior may move and fire with weapons which usually can only be fired if a warrior stays completely still.

Trick Shooter. The warrior can shoot through the tiniest nook or cranny without it affecting his aim. The model ignores all modifiers for cover.

Hunter. The warrior is an expert at getting his weapon loaded and ready. The model may fire each turn even with weapons which can be fired only every other turn.

Knife-Fighter. The warrior is an unrivalled expert at throwing knives and throwing stars. He can throw up to three of these missiles in his shooting phase, and divide his shots between any targets within his range as he wishes. Note that this skill cannot be combined with Quick Shot skill.
Fires burn in the tomb-cold night, as bounty-hunters and ruthless mercenaries search for Wyrdstone amidst the ruins of the eastern city of Mordheim. All that is left of a once proud city is blackened ruins, devastated by a comet from the sky. And when the vigilance of the authorities lapses, the traitors and Chaos worshippers gather. Corpses stir as practitioners of the forbidden art of Necromancy emerge from their hiding places...

As part of the Holiday gaming that will be running in Games Workshop stores, Saturday the 23rd of January is dedicated to Mordheim, using the rules that Tuomas Pirinen has published in previous issues of White Dwarf. Each store will have scenery and warbands for you to use, alternatively if you already have an existing warband, bring it in for the chance to earn glory and Wyrdstone.

SATURDAY 23RD
JANUARY
ALL STORES
MORDHEIM!